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News from the Universe 

+++ NEWSTICKER- Urgent Update 20/10 +++ 
 

20th of October  2019 Jada Alesandra Seidl 

 
     Picture source Jada Privat 

The first 10 days of integration of the Cosmic Mega Shift's have been accomplished, leading into the 

new integral lecture round in the evolution of the whole.... 

Trust is what makes it possible to accept accelerated movement with curiosity, joy and openness and 

you are only at the beginning of a great phase of movement. The more profound your capitulation of the 

human mind/ego, the higher the readiness for the next epic leap into the higher dimension/expansion of 

your consciousness. 
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Many people are afraid to heal because everything revolves around the trauma. They have no idea who 

they are outside the trauma, and the unknown can be scary.  

Despite the many naturally universal/interstellar source code activations, their veil to reality is so tightly 

woven that the true power of their light cannot break through it. 

Bio Chemical Fact - Your brain and heart consist of 73% water, lungs of about 83%, skin of 64% 

muscles, kidneys of about 79% and bones of 31%, a dehydration of only 2% has a negative effect on 

mood and memory factors. When you feel thirsty your brain chambers are already clearly dehydrated 

which produces and transports chromosome damage (chromosomes are located in every nucleus of the 

human cell). 

At the same time, people have a magnetic 6th sense to discover something we can't even see.  

The human eye captures only 1% of the spectrum of visible light, which means that we can only see 1% 

of the things around us. In other words, we cannot see 99% of the world we live in - existence is 

invisible.  

Free will has a humanly created virus stored in the system of evolution. 

While in the first (up to the completed) seven years of an incarnation the physical as well as the subtle 

body are tightly woven to the information database of the source as unity of both, in the following years 

the own creative power of a structure or world view begins to strengthen. Impressions from the outside 

as well as created images/puzzle pieces from within are connected with each other and create constructs 

with the mind which can accompany a life. 

 Experienced traumas of this phase, even if the earthlings have long been "human adults" and are 

actually aware of their strength and independence, have a significant role, often reflecting the injured 

essence of the inner being. They have buried their natural connection to unity. They long for the natural 

connection, the basic trust in the unknown childlike curiosity to see the worlds with open hearts.  

The crux of it is, without the memory of the natural curiosity about life, the simple HEART BEING, no 

matter how intensely compressed the download may be, its own created creation cannot be permeated. 

Earthlings choose their emotions in each of their structure of the mind of a situation - an illusion. 

Emotions constructs are conscious threads of our universal consciousness whose task it is to correspond 

to the maintenance of the resonance/mirror frequency field in various emotions. When we decide that 

we want to experience a particular emotion, these entities bring their energy to us for a moment and 

therefore feel desired. 

The unconscious notion of time is to be seen as linear (which is not correct), the anchor that 

unconsciously traps it in this virus.  Everything, including past lives and probable lives, is happening 

right now - inherent multidimensional source energy, creative power. Also the concept of past lives is 

actually wrong and an artificially maintained illusion in the emotional construct. 

Happy is that as many earthlings notice the energetic activations and feel highly recovered by the last 

events. 

The principle of love is the desire to give the law of love. It is a rhythmically balanced exchange 

between all gifts and giving. The symbol of love is the wave of dual light that equally and rhythmically 

feeds and renders - what you give comes back to you - the rhythm of karma is recreated every second, 

springs from your creation Self. 

Understand that many have been programmed to fear what they do not understand. Some don't want to 

face the idea that they may have done wrong all their lives, but most of all they don't feel unconsciously 

ready for the responsibility that such a realization would entail. In this way they have separated the 

Eternal UNITY / WHOLE for themselves.  



Your surrounding energy field, your plasma field - torus, or simplified aura, is primarily a ring/egg 

pattern similar to a giant Don. 
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MahaJyoti Vision 
 
 
Please find further information as well as an archive of past news under: 

www.zeropoint-news.com ,    The New Light with MahaJyoti Visión,    the master publishing 

Please subscribe to the newsletter:   https://db-nl.zeropoint-news.com 
and the  Whatsapp  group      Ralf - Zeropoint-news.com     +34 659 414532 

Open this link to connect to my  WhatsApp group:   https://chat.whatsapp.com/Hbn5FJoWFw5HCZHtEiU3jS 

 
 

 
Gratitude Donation Email: universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 
we thank with much love for the support of the New Light. 
to  UniCaja:      ES04 2103 0168 28 0010073697 ,  BIC UCJAES2M 
or  PayPal:    universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 

with the donation you are supporting the spiritual project of the New Light - Healing and arising the world. 
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